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Caveats

1. Cities and counties are diverse in size, demographics, technical and 
economic capacity and opportunities to develop and integrate local 
clean energy resources.  E.g. larger jurisdictions with areas of high 
population density and energy usage have greater capacity for 
planning and analysis but limited opportunities to match on-site 
supply to demand.

2. Attendees are encouraged to consider Davis’ experience in the 
context of the internal and external opportunities constraints that 
will shape the “greening” of their home communities.
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Davis, 
California
• 12 Miles east of 

Sacramento
• UC Davis is largest 

employer
• 60,000+ residents
• Surrounded by 

agricultural areas
• I-80 Connects the 

SF Bay area and 
Sacramento and 
runs through Davis



Introduction
What if the cheapest place to make electricity were on a building, in a 
neighborhood, in a city, or right outside of a city?  What if the cheapest 
place to store locally produced electricity were in an electric vehicle 
battery?  Technology and cost trends point in this direction.  But the 
response varies greatly from city to city, even in the same state.  
For example, citizens and businesses of Davis, California have been 
buying and leasing solar equipment, electric vehicles and adopting 
energy efficiency measures much faster than counter-parts in other 
California cities. Understanding the effects and interplay of multiple 
conditions and influences at work might be valuable to other cities, 
both in California and other states, that aspire to decarbonize and 
become more energy resilient. 



Questions
1. What convinced Davis to be at the forefront of clean local 

energy?
2. What change drivers and decision-maker choices were most 

important?
3. What sustainable energy technologies, policies, processes, 

and have been most important?
4. Were there benefits to Davis and its economy?
5. If so, how have Davis businesses and citizens benefitted and 

been involved?



Meaning of Green

• Measurable Decarbonization
• Electricity (On-site and Community Solar)
• Efficient Natural Gas Heating
• Low Carbon Mobility

• Exceeding Quantitative State Standards/Mandates
• Energy Efficiency (California Title 24 compliance)
• Wholesale Renewable Electricity Imports
• Water Use Efficiency and Conservation 
• Waste Diversion and Recycling 

• Substitution of Locally Available Resources
• for Imported Resources

• Food (Co-op and Farmer’s Market) 
• Energy (City/Utility Collaboration) 



Early Green Initiatives
Village Homes – Built in the 70s and 80s, 
incorporating passive and active solar 
design features

PVUSA – A USDOE/PG&E solar PV systems 
research project constructed in the 1980s 
on a site provided by the City of Davis



On-site Solar
At the end of 2017, 3050 residential and 
commercial on-site solar PV systems 
totaling 35MW and having a $175 million 
asset value were operating in Davis.

Deployment kicked into high gear in 2011, 
has been strong since and accounts for a 
major share of the 19% reduction of GHG 
emissions between 2012 and 2016.  

Source:  PG&E



Space and Water Heating
On-site solar has a “knock-on” effect of calling 
energy customer attention to usage.  This may 
explain the correlation between solar 
deployment and significant residential NG usage 
reductions starting in 2011

Solar PV deployment may also motivate attention 
to end-use electrification, i.e. substitution of heat 
pumps for NG burners for space and water 
heating.



Local Benefits Include
Positive Economic Impacts
Studies for the San Jose region concluded that 
there is “a direct correlation between the 
amount invested in local renewable energy and 
the amount of regional economic benefit.”  
Jobs and output categories:
1. Direct jobs
2. Indirect jobs
3. Job creation induced by local spending of 

cost savings over time.
For example, the roughly 35MW of on-site PV in 
Davis is estimated to result in roughly 100 
direct, indirect and induced jobs and a $10M 
annual boost to the Davis local economy.  
“Knock-on” energy customer investments in 
more efficient end use and end use 
electrification would significantly expand these 
totals.



Community Solar 
Davis provided a site for PVUSA and later obtained 
special pioneering legislation allowing electricity 
generated to off-set City electricity usage and later for 
legislation enabling community solar projects state-
wide.  

Implementation of SB 43 in California by the CPUC 
eliminates the role of local jurisdictions.  However, UC 
Davis has been able to implement a version of 
community solar with a 16MW solar array that off-sets 
campus electricity usage without ever feeding back into 
the regional or local electricity grid.



Wholesale Renewable Energy

On June 1, 2018 the 
Valley Clean Energy 
Alliance will begin 
serving Davis 
electricity 
customers, offering 
a default product 
that is 42% 
renewable and 75% 
zero carbon, plus an 
optional 100% 
renewable product 
at a price 15% above 
the default product 
price.



Building Energy Efficiency
Programs.  Utility funding of efficiency rebates, etc. 
(using funds from rate surcharges) can result in 0.5-1% 
annual reduction in service area energy usage.  Avoided 
GHG emissions for Davis are consistent with a roughly 
0.5% annual reduction in Davis commercial energy use.

Building Codes.* Davis has had a Green Building 
Ordinance in place since 2008, and adopted the 
California Green Building Standards “Reach” code for 
residential and non-residential development in 2011. 
Estimated energy usage reduction vs. standard design. 

Davis has consistently required the estimated energy 
usage of new residential buildings to be  at least 25% 
below standard California Title 24 compliant design. 
In 2017 it added a requirement that all new single 
family dwellings (both attached and detached) 
comply with the Tier 2 (30% compliance margin) and 
low-rise (up to three stories) multifamily dwellings 
comply with Tier 2 (25% compliance margin) 
requirement for energy efficiency by employing 
energy efficiency measures and installing a PV system 
sized to offset a portion of the total household 
energy use.
Source:  http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2016standards/ordinances/

http://www.energy.ca.gov/title24/2016standards/ordinances/


Electric Vehicle Sales
Electric vehicle market penetration varies from state to 
state.  It is high in California and highest in major 
metropolitan areas.  

Local policies and programs can have an accelerating 
effect, as evidenced by Santa Rosa’s response to a 
$3500 incentive introduced in 2017 by Sonoma Clean 
Power, the local Community Choice electricity provider.  
2017 Santa Rosa EV sales increased by more than 60%.  

Source:  https://www.greencarreports.com

Source:  https://www.theicct.org/
sites/default/files/publications/
CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf

https://www.greencarreports.com/
https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf
https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf
https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf


Davis Electric Vehicles

Source:  https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf

Charging infrastructure limitations in California’s interior tends to deter EV sales.  
Nevertheless, EV ownership in Davis was 1500 at the end of 2017, i.e. 
about 25 per thousand residents, or about 4 times the state average.  

https://www.theicct.org/sites/default/files/publications/CA-cityEV-Briefing-20180507.pdf


Green Fabric and Threads

• Citizens and Community Values
• Local Businesses

• Solar
• Energy Efficiency
• Zero Carbon

• Energy Utilities
• Local Government and Collaboration
• University Applied Research
• Local Climate Planning, Analysis, Action and Advocacy



Citizen and Community Values
Research and Education

Davis is home to a major research 
university; its citizens and leaders are 
interested in and open to new ideas.

Policy and Regulation
Davis is 12 miles from the state capitol; many of its residents 

commute to jobs there; there is natural interest and awareness of 
state policies and programs related to energy and climate change.



Local Solar Businesses“Solar systems are a key part of America’s climate 
action plans.  The dynamics of this year’s election 
really remind us that it is up to all of us to make 
decisions which help our environment. We 
support the Cool Davis climate action goals and 
are excited about doubling the number of homes 
and businesses with solar.”  
Dean Newberry, Talbott Solar and Radiant

The Davis rooftop solar market developed and 
was supported by local companies over more 
than three decades.  As a result,  more recently 
it has attracted both new local retail and 
entrepreneurial start-up companies as well as 
the attention of high growth national retailers.  



Local Energy Efficiency Business

West Village
The Cannery

“Since 1981, Davis Energy Group has built a reputation as a leading innovator of cooling and heating 
technology for residential, commercial, and institutional applications. We often serve as both a bridge and a 
filter for emerging technologies, moving between the ideals of theory and the realities of application.”  
• Design assistance to UC Davis for a 4MW net zero solar electricity student housing project serving 3000 students (left)
• Energy models and efficiency measures for a new residential development providing housing for 500 Davis families (right)
• Advice and analysis supporting City Council approval of ordinances and codes for new low carbon residential buildings   



Energy Utilities
Davis’ electricity and natural gas grids are owned by PG&E, a northern California investor owned utility.  PG&E’s 
nuclear power project went into operation in the 80s around the time Sacramento’s nuclear project was 
abandoned.  SMUD then turned its attention to solar energy and efficiency.  A ballot initiative to allow Davis and 
Yolo county to switch to SMUD failed, as did PG&E’s Proposition 16 (aimed at crippling community choice and 
public power).  These locally important initiatives generated concern and set the stage, in terms of awareness and 
interest, for Davis to adopt Community Choice and for SMUD’s offer to provide operational support the new 
Yolo/Davis Community Choice agency.



City/County Collaboration for Community 
Choice
Community Choice Timeline

• 2013:  County Advisory Meeting
• 2014:  Davis Energy Options Study
• 2015:  Davis Community Choice 

Advisory Committee
• 2016:  City Council Selection of JPA 

Model and Governance 
Development

• 2017:  Selection of SMUD to 
Support Operations

• 2018:  Initiate Services

Half of California’s electricity supply will soon 
be sourced by community choice agencies in its 
coastal counties. VCEA is the first CCA launched 
in California’s Central Valley.



UC Davis Applied Energy Research 

UC Davis departments and centers support and receive 
support from state agencies

For several years UC Davis hosted and staffed Energy 
Commission initiated and funded state-wide collaboratives in 
renewable energy, i.e. biomass, geothermal, solar, wind and 
renewable integration.



Climate Planning, Analysis, Action & Advocacy
The Valley Climate Action Center focuses on 
technical and economic analysis and planning 
support to City programs 

Examples:
• Davis Climate Action and Adaptation Plan
• Community Net Zero Energy Study 
• Davis Future Renewables and Efficiency 

Project (DavisFREE)
• Integrated Energy Analysis
• Low Carbon Home Retrofit Strategy
• Rooftop Solar Potential
• Solar Hot Water
• Community Solar Sites

• Electric Vehicle Charging Study

Cool Davis emphasizes education, outreach 
and advocacy and recently initiated a campaign 
to double cumulative solar and EV adoption.



Energy Sector Trends Impacting Cities



VCEA Vision Summary*
Near-Term Vision 

The near-term vision for VCEA is to provide electricity 
users with greater choice over the sources and prices of 
the electricity they use, by: 

 Offering basic electricity service with higher renewable 
electricity content, at a rate competitive with PG&E; 

 Developing and offering additional low-carbon or local 
generation options at modest price premiums; 

 Establishing an energy planning framework for 
developing local energy efficiency programs and local 
energy resources and infrastructure; and 

 Accomplishing the goals enumerated above while 
accumulating reserve funds for future VCEA energy 
programs and mitigation of future energy costs and 
risks. 

26

Long -Term Vision
The future vision for VCEA is to continuously improve the electricity 
choices available to VCEA customers, while expanding local energy-
related economic opportunities, by:
 Causing the deployment of new renewable and low carbon energy 

sources;
 Evaluating and adopting best practices for planning and 

operational management;
 Substantially increasing the renewable electricity content of basic 

electricity service, with the ultimate goal of achieving zero carbon 
emissions electricity;

 Developing and managing programs for energy efficiency, on-site 
electricity production and storage;

 Accelerating deployment of local energy resources to increase 
localized investment, employment, innovation and resilience;

 Working to achieve the climate action goals of participating 
jurisdictions to shape a sustainable energy future; and

 Saving money for ratepayers on their energy bills.
 Remaining open to the participation of additional jurisdictions.

*Effective October, 2017:  Recommended by VCEA’s Community Advisory Committee and Approved by VCEA’s Board of Directors 



City/Utility 
Collaboration - 1

• Potential Davis/VCEA Collaboration:
• Moving Forward on Community Solar!
• Climate Action Metrics and Tracking
• Local Integrated Energy Analysis
• Energy Resilience:

• On-site Solar/Storage and EV Technical and 
Economic Integration
• Neighborhood/Other Micro-grids

• Efficient and Cost-Effective Electrification

• Potential Davis/PG&E Collaboration*:
• Sizing, design and installation of local energy assets to maximize overall benefits vs. cost
• Economic gains from smarter asset utilization.  
• Investments in compatible grid and building infrastructure, e.g. building energy automation, 

mini-grid controllers and smart substations. 
*See:  https://www.iresn.org/news/2018/4/10/cityutility-collaboration-to-what-end

https://www.iresn.org/news/2018/4/10/cityutility-collaboration-to-what-end


City/Utility Collaboration - 2

Emerging Inter-dependent Local Assets  State Policies

• IRESN City/Utility Collaboration Project
• Objective: Recommend policies and 

programs states can adopt to encourage 
mutually beneficial teamwork and 
collaboration between local energy 
infrastructure owners (utilities) and the 
cities and counties they serve.

• Schedule:  
• Year 1:  Local Vision and State Policy 

Guidelines
• Year 2:  Outreach to States

• Status:  Monthly Staff Reports and 
Advisory Meetings On-going 



Answers
Q.    What convinced Davis to be on the forefront of sustainable energy?
A.    Early and sustained citizen action and engagement.  Walking the talk.
Q.    What change drivers and decision-maker was most important?
A.    Early City Council decisions regarding utilities and state ballot propositions.
Q. What sustainable energy technologies, policies, processes, and have been 

most important?
A. Technology:  Solar PV.  Policies:  Exceed state Building Code Standard by as 

much as possible.  Processes:  Support local retail solar businesses and rely 
on world class local energy efficiency consultant advice.  

Q. How have businesses and citizens benefitted and been involved?
A. Clean energy businesses expanded and citizens saved money and became 

more energy savvy.
Q. Benefits to Davis and its economy?
A. Exemplary local business capacities; creation of >100 local jobs, >$10 

million positive economic impact.



Deep Greening

• In the energy sector, the cumulative effect of citizens and local businesses 
doing the affordable and right thing, because they can, is greater than 
anything else that can be realistically hoped for.  

• The local energy transformation process, deep greening, is more organic 
than linear.  Each city and county will find its own individual path consistent 
with its energy profile, experience, resources, internal capacities, and 
citizen engagement. Cities and counties will need much greater internal 
energy planning, analysis and management capacity than they have today.

• Community choice can be a key factor going forward, provided the initial 
business model evolves to be more robust and to support more effective 
engagement between local jurisdictions and incumbent grid owners.  



Thank You!

gbraun@iresn.org
www/iresn.org
916-402-4143

mailto:gbraun@iresn.org
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